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Although much work has been performed on measure ments and interpretation of light absorption by opaque or nearly opaque
solids, it is surprising to note that until recently relatively little reliable experimental data, and much less theoretical work was
available on the nature of transparent solids. This, in spite of the fact that a vast majority of engineering and device ap plications of
a solid depend on its optical transparency. Needless to say, all solids are both transparent and opa que depending on the spectral
region of consideration. The absorption processes that limit the transparency of a solid are either due to lattice vibrations, as in
ionic or partially ionic solids, or due to electronic transi tions, both intrinsic and impurity-induced. For most materials, a sufficiently
wide spectral window exists be tween these two limits, where the material is transpar ent. In general, the absorption coefficient, in
the long wavelength side of, but sufficiently away from, the fun damental absorption edge, is relatively structureless and has an
exponential dependence on frequency. Recent evi dence suggests that in the short wavelength side of the one-phonon region, but
beyond two- or three-phonon sin gularities, the absorption coefficient of both polar and nonpolar solids is also relatively
structureless and de pends exponentially on frequency.
Nonlinear photonics is the name given to the use of nonlinear optical devices for the generation, communication, processing, or
analysis of information. This book is a progress report on research into practical applications of such devices. At present,
modulation, switching, routing, decision-making, and detection in photonic systems are all done with electronics and linear
optoelectronic devices. However, this may soon change, as nonlinear optical devices, e.g. picosecond samplers and switches,
begin to complement optoelectonic devices. The authors succinctly summarize past accomplishments in this field and point to
hopes for the future, making this an ideal book for newcomers or seasoned researchers wanting to design and perfect nonlinear
optical devices and to identify applications in photonic systems.
This book is published under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license. The editors present essential methods and tools to support a holistic
approach to the challenge of system upgrades and innovation in the context of high-value products and services. The approach
presented here is based on three main pillars: an adaptation mechanism based on a broad understanding of system
dependencies; efficient use of system knowledge through involvement of actors throughout the process; and technological
solutions to enable efficient actor communication and information handling. The book provides readers with a better understanding
of the factors that influence decisions, and put forward solutions to facilitate the rapid adaptation to changes in the business
environment and customer needs through intelligent upgrade interventions. Further, it examines a number of sample cases from
various contexts including car manufacturing, utilities, shipping and the furniture industry. The book offers a valuable resource for
both academics and practitioners interested in the upgrading of capital-intensive products and services. “The work performed in
the project “Use-It-Wisely (UiW)” significantly contributes towards a collaborative way of working. Moreover, it offers
comprehensive system modelling to identify business opportunities and develop technical solutions within industrial value
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networks. The developed UiW-framework fills a void and offers a great opportunity. The naval construction sector of small
passenger vessels, for instance, is one industry that can benefit.” Nikitas Nikitakos, Professor at University of the Aegean,
Department of Shipping, Trade, and Transport, Greece. “Long-life assets are crucial for both the future competiveness and
sustainability of society. Make wrong choices now and you are locked into a wrong system for a long time. Make the right choices
now and society can prosper. This book gives important information about how manufacturers can make right choices.” Arnold
Tukker, Scientific director, Institute of Environmental Sciences (CML), Leiden University, and senior scientist, TNO.
With contributions by numerous experts
In computing science design plays an eminently important role. By now, it is quite clear that the issue of proper design of programs within a
formal calculus is one of the most interesting and most difficult parts of computing science. Many demanding problems have to be envisaged
here such as notations, rules and calculi, and the study of semantic models. We are 'far away from comprehensive and widely accepted
solutions in these areas. Discussions at the summer school have clearly shown that people have quite different perspectives and priorities
with respect to these three main areas. There is a general agreement that notation is very important. Here, notation is not so much used in
the sense of "syntactic sugar", but rather in the sense of abstract syntax, in the sense of language constructs. Proper notation can
significantly improve our understanding of the nature of the objects that we are dealing with and simplify the formal manipulation of these
objects. However, influenced by educational background, habits, and schools of thought there are quite different tastes with respect to
notation. The papers in these proceedings show very clearly how different those notations can be even when talking about quite similar
objects.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 26th International Conference on Inductive Logic
Programming, ILP 2016, held in London, UK, in September 2016. The 10 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 29
submissions. The papers represent well the current breath of ILP research topics such as predicate invention; graph-based learning; spatial
learning; logical foundations; statistical relational learning; probabilistic ILP; implementation and scalability; applications in robotics, cyber
security and games.
High magnetic fields have been an important tool in semiconductor physics for a long time. The area has been growing very rapidly since
quantum effects in silicon field-effect transistors have become of practical interest. Since the discovery of the quantum Hall effect by Klaus
von Klitzing in 1980, this subject has grown exponentially. The book contains 42 invited papers and 37 contributed papers which were
presented at the 7th of the traditional Würzburg conferences. For the area of high magnetic fields applied in semiconductor physics recent
results are discussed, and the state-of-the-art is reviewed. More than 50% of the papers concern two-dimensional electronic systems. Other
subjects of current interest are magneto-optics and magneto transport in three-dimensional semiconductors. Special attention has been paid
to the rapidly growing field of semimagnetic semiconductors.
Spectroscopic techniques are among the most powerful characterization methods used to study semiconductors. This volume presents
reviews of a number of major spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and artificially structured semiconductors including:
photoluminescence, photo-reflectance, inelastic light scattering, magneto-optics, ultrafast work, piezo-spectroscopy methods, and
spectroscopy at extremely low temperatures and high magnetic fields. Emphasis is given to major semiconductor systems, and artificially
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structured materials such as GaAs, InSb, Hg1-xCdxTe and MBE grown structures based upon GaAs/AlGaAs materials. Both the
spectroscopic novice and the expert will benefit from the descriptions and discussions of the methods, principles, and applications relevant to
today's semiconductor structures. Key Features * Discusses the latest advances in spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and
artificially structured semiconductors * Features detailed review articles which cover basic principles * Highlights specific applications such as
the use of laser spectroscopy for the characterization of GaAs quantum well structures
A handy compilation of 200 proven, time-and-cost-saving rules of thumb that cover the full range of photonics, from optics to lasers. * New
edition features 75 completely new rules of thumb and many updated ones * New areas covered include lasers, detectors, and optical
communications
The characterization of epitaxial layers and their surfaces has benefitted a lot from the enormous progress of optical analysis techniques
during the last decade. In particular, the dramatic improvement of the structural quality of semiconductor epilayers and heterostructures
results to a great deal from the level of sophistication achieved with such analysis techniques. First of all, optical techniques are
nondestructive and their sensitivity has been improved to such an extent that nowadays the epilayer analysis can be performed on layers with
thicknesses on the atomic scale. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal resolution have been pushed to such limits that real time observation
of surface processes during epitaxial growth is possible with techniques like reflectance difference spectroscopy. Of course, optical
spectroscopies complement techniques based on the inter action of electrons with matter, but whereas the latter usually require high or
ultrahigh vacuum conditions, the former ones can be applied in different environments as well. This advantage could turn out extremely
important for a rather technological point of view, i.e. for the surveillance of modern semiconductor processes. Despite the large potential of
techniques based on the interaction of electromagnetic waves with surfaces and epilayers, optical techniques are apparently moving only
slowly into this area of technology. One reason for this might be that some prejudices still exist regarding their sensitivity.
Readership: High energy physicists, nuclear physicists, mathematicians and mathematical physicists.
Keywords:Supersymmetry;Supergravity;Super-Higgs Effect;High Energy Physics
The availability of various novel materials, such as semiconductors, tailor-made polymers and ceramics, has revolutionized information
processing and transmission. Since the early fifties, semiconductors have formed the backbone of different information age technologies. The
fabrication of state-of-the-art semiconducting devices requires either substrates or composite structures consisting of thin epitaxial layers.
Over the years, great strides have been made both in growing bulk crystals and in controlled deposition of thin homo- and hetero-epitaxial
layers. Understanding of the deformation behaviour of semiconductors has facilitated the growth of high-quality crystals. Heterostructures
consisting of extremely thin layers and chemically and structurally sharp interfaces can be deposited. To tailor bandgaps and electronic
properties, silicon-germanium/silicon heterojunctions, mixed III-V epitaxial layers that are ordered and phase separated and quantum-well
structures have been grown. Also, to improve the optical, electrical and structural quality of as-grown bulk and thin film materials, a variety of
interdisciplinary studies have been carried out that has resulted in a number of sophisticated techniques to evaluate semiconductors. In this
volume, scientific issues relevant to these topics and others are discussed in detail. The coverage is in-depth and broad. The resulting
volume should serve as a major reference source for education and research on semiconducting materials.

This book emphasises both experimental and theoretical aspects of surface, interface and thin film physics. Compa- red to the
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earlier editions, which bore the title "Surfaces and Interfaces of Solid Materials", the book now places more emphasis on thin films,
including also their superconducting and ferromagnetic properties. The present 4th edition thus presents techniques of preparing
well-defined solid surfaces and interfaces, fundamental aspects of adsorption and layer growth, as well as basic models for the
descripti- on of structural, vibronic and electronic properties of sur- faces, interfaces and thin films. Because of their importan- ce
for modern information technology, significant attention is paid to the electronic properties of semiconductor inter- faces and
heterostructures. Collective phenomena , such as superconductivity and ferromagnetism, also feature promi- nently. Experimental
sections covering essential measurement and preparation techniques are presented in separate panels.
Semiconductors and Semimetals
Handbook of Infrared Detection TechnologiesElsevier
Low-dimensional materials are of fundamental interest in physics and chemistry and have also found a wide variety of
technological applica tions in fields ranging from microelectronics to optics. Since 1986, several seminars and summer schools
devoted to low-dimensional systems have been supported by NATO. The present one, Physics, Fabrication and Applications of
Multilayered structures, brought together specialists from different fields in order to review fabrication techniques, charac terization
methods, physics and applications. Artificially layered materials are attractive because alternately layering two (or more) elements,
by evaporation or sputtering, is a way to obtain new materials with (hopefully) new physical properties that pure materials or alloys
do not allow. These new possibilities can be ob tained in electronic transport, optics, magnetism or the reflectivity of x-rays and
slow neutrons. By changing the components and the thickness of the layers one can track continuously how the new properties
appear and follow the importance of the multilayer structure of the materials. In addition, with their large number of interfaces the
study of inter face properties becomes easier in multilayered structures than in mono layers or bilayers. As a rule, the role of the
interface quality, and also the coupling between layers, increases as the thickness of the layer decreases. Several applications at
the development stage require layer thicknesses of just a few atomic layers.
The 20th century saw tremendous achievements and progress in science and technology. Undoubtedly, computers and computer-related
technologies acted as one of vital catalysts for accelerating this progress in the latter half of the century. The contributions of mathematical
sciences have been equally profound, and the synergy between mathematics and computer science has played a key role in accelerating the
progress of both fields as well as science and engineering. Mathematical sciences will undoubtedly continue to play this vital role in this new
century. In particular, mathematical modeling and numerical simulation will continue to be among the essential methodologies for solving
massive and complex problems that arise in science, engineering and manufacturing. Underpinning this all from a sound, theoretical
perspective will be numerical algorithms. In recognition of this observation, this volume focuses on the following specific topics. (1)
Fundamental numerical algorithms (2) Applications of numerical algorithms (3) Emerging technologies. The articles included in this issue by
experts on advanced scientific and engineering computations from numerous countries elucidate state-of-the-art achievements in these three
topics from various angles and suggest the future directions. Although we cannot hope to cover all the aspects in scientific and engineering
computations, we hope that the articles will interest, inform and inspire members of the science and engineering community.
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Introduction -- Comparison of Photon and Thermal Detectors Performance -- GaAs/AIGaAs Based Quantum Well Intra-red Photodetector
Focal Plane Arrays -- GaInAs(P) Based Qwips on GaAs, InP and Si Substrates for Focal Plane Arrays -- InAs/(Galn)Sb Superlattices: A
Promising Material System for Infra-red Detection -- GaSb/InAs Superlattices for Infra-red FPAs -- MCT Properties, Growth Methods and
Characterization -- HgCdTe 2D Arrays -- Technology and Performance Limits -- Status of HgCdTe MBE Technology -- Silicon Infra-red Focal
Plane Arrays -- PolySiGe Uncooled Microbolometers for Thermal Infra-red Detection -- Infra-red Silicon/Germanium Detectors -Fundamentals of Spin Filtering in Ferromagnetic Metals with Application to Spin Sensors.
The main focus of the dissertation is description, modeling and understanding of the mechanisms underpinning electroluminescence from
quantum wells. The dissertation contains original contribution of methodological and phenomenological character. We have described in
detail the eight band model within the envelope function approximation(EFA) using the Löwd in perturbation method used for band structure
calculations. Although not novel, a detailed derivation of this is rarely done in the literature. We have derived a theoretical expression for
electroluminescence spectral emittance based entirely on quantum mechanical model, unlike the more usual semi classical models used in
semiconductor physics. The final expression for the spectral emittance has a different dependence compared to the semi classical
expression, namely the prefactor in the newly derived expression is proportional to 2 . We use the combination of 8 band EFA method and
the newly derived expression for spectral emittance to interpret experimental measurements on unpolarized spectral emittance from several
InSb/AlxIn1-xSbquantum wells. We do that using slightly novel procedure and identify several transitions unreported in InSb/AlxIn1-xSb
material system up to now. In simplified models these are regarded as forbidden. We show that in 8 band EFA model there aren't any
forbidden transitions. Instead all transitions are allowed and we discuss the product of momentum matrix elements and 2D density of states,
to which we refer as "generalized selection rule", as the quantity which determines the strength of the individual transitions in different energy
ranges. Furthermore we discuss three groups of mechanisms which determine various properties of the electroluminescence spectrum.
These groups are entirely general to electroluminescence from all sorts of quantum wells. They are: (i) band structure embodied in the
"generalized selection rules" ; (2) broadening effects and (3) statistical effects. Very important are the effects of structure inversion asymmetry
(SIA) on the "generalized selection rules" and the spectral emittance, which we describe and explain. Finally we discuss aspects of two other
major themes related to the two characteristic properties of InSb:(i) the broken space inversion invariance and (ii) the relativistic correction of
spin-orbit coupling.
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